
Empathy MapGOOD OMEN
TATTOO

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5

DOING THINKING + FEELING SEEING

HEARING

PAINS

GAINS

Tatted a 
portrait of ex's 
younger 
brother who 
passed away

Communicate 
with artist

One tattoo

Checks artist 
instagram

Searches 
images on 
Google

Tattooed when 
young

5 hour session

Communicate 
with artist via 
call/text

Went to 
appointment 
with friend

Met with artist 
to bounce 
ideas

Would get a 
small tattoo in 
the future

Unsure of 
future plans

Sentimental Doesn't like 
random 
tattoos

Needs 
meaning for a 
tattoo

Enjoyed 
connecting 
and 
conversation 
with artist

Inspo for 
details

Small budget Worried about 
back and 
spine pain

Frustrated by 
long session

Word of 
mouth/
references to 
choose artist

Artist went to 
jail

Multiple 
sessions

Anxiety before 
appointment

Settled with 
artist ideas

Remains 
unfinished

Four tattoos

Inspo for 
planning

Was young 
when tatted

Connected 
with music - 
got through 
rough times

Relies on 
word-of-
mouth/
references for 
artist

Shared 
experience 
with boyfriend 
at the time

Back, wrist, 
finger

Shows images 
to artist

Nervous 
before tattoo

A mistake

Discussed 
plans with 
artist

Zodiac tattoo

Google 
images

Artist was 
gentle

Ex's name 
tattoo

Doesn't know 
about online 
booking

Frustrated by 
figety artist

Ellie Goulding 
logo tattoo

Describes 
images to 
artist

Likes 
adreneline 
rush

Checks shop 
ratings

Got measured

Small pieces

Find specific 
styles

Over quickly

Tattooed with 
ex

Called shop

Messed up 
lines

Sentimental

Looks at artist 
works in-shop

Kept tattoo 
hidden

Checks artist 
work

No future 
tattoo plans

One tattoo

Asked about 
pricing in 
person

Looked for 
shop with 
good reviews

Went with 
sister

Sat on idea for 
2 years

Considers 
placement of 
tattoo to hide

Asks friends 
for references

Intimidated by 
artist

Queen of 
hearts

Future plans 
for tattoo

Looked for 
shop with 
many reviews

Concerned 
about safety 
and 
cleanliness

Prefer small 
tattoo

Not addicted 
to ink like 
everyone says

Research 
through Yelp

Nervous for 
her first time

Sentimental

Take time to 
plan in the 
future

Made artist 
resize/
rearrange

Got tattoo 
when drunk

Impulsive

Called and 
asked for 
availibility

Keeps tattoo 
hidden

Worried about 
aftercare/risk 
of infection

Price was too 
much

Enjoyed how 
quickly it was 
done

Tattooed 
during travel

Rude artist

Two tattoos

Trust artist to 
bring vision to 
life

Quiet shop

Girlfriend 
researched for 
him

No rush to get 
new tattoo

Prefers small 
tattoos

Arranged 
appointment 
through 
instagram

Sat on idea for 
long time

Concerned 
abut tattoo at 
80

Fig tree

Met with artist

Vibes

Find artist with 
specialty and 
style

2 day process 
in person

Hidden

Did walk in for 
tattoo with 
less 
sentimental 
value

Knew what he 
wanted

Indiffernt 
about 
aftercare

Coat of arms

Tattoo during 
travel

Wants artist 
for specific 
styles

Communcate 
through email/
DMs

Discussed 
ideas with 
artist

Used 
Instagram for 
research

Matching 
tattoo with 
sister

Google 
Images for 
reference 
images

Enjoyed music 
at the shop

Instagram 
stalks artist 
page

Artist was nice 
and had 
paitence

Worried about 
wasting 
artist's time

Worried about 
revisions 
before tattoo

One tattoo

Never booked 
online

Research with 
hashtags

Arranged 
appointment 
through 
instagram

Inner bicep

Research local 
shops

Had 
conversation 
in person

Measurements 
and 
adjustments 
in-store

Can tolerate 
pain

Plans on more 
small pieces

Sits on idea

Sentimental

Plans 
contingent on 
artist

Indifferent 
about 
aftercare

Enjoyed 
meeting with 
artist before to 
bounce ideas

Listened to 
music in 
headphones

Asks friends 
about artists


